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We propose a watermarking scheme for hardcopy pictures based on computer-generated holography. A
hologram of the watermark is produced using a conjugate-symmetric extension technique, and its spec-
trum is inserted into the discrete cosine transform domain of the image. Adjusting the watermark place-
ment in a data array, a trade-off between transparency and robustness is achieved. Anticropping and the
interference-resisting capability of holograms make the watermark robust against manipulations com-
monly performed on digital images during postprocessing, including contrast enhancement, moderate
smoothing and sharpening, and, in particular, geometric transformation. Most importantly, the proposed
hologram-based watermarking can withstand the printing-scanning attack and, therefore, is useful in
protecting copyright of digital photographs both as electronic and hardcopy versions. © 2010 Optical
Society of America

OCIS codes: 090.1760, 100.2000.

1. Introduction

Invisible watermarks inserted into digital images
are often used to protect copyright of digital contents.
To combat copyright infringement, the watermark
must be robust so that any attempts aimed at remov-
ing the embedded marks, while keeping the value of
the image, will fail. Normal image processing, such
as filtering, denoising, and geometric transformation
(resizing, rotation, and cropping), are also considered
attacks on the watermark. Today, many techniques
are available that can resist various attacks, but geo-
metric attacks are still a major problem. In addition,
most current techniques are limited to the digital do-
main. When the image is printed to produce a hard
copy, the embedded mark is likely to be destroyed.
Watermarks are generally undetectable from scans
of the hard copy. The print-scan attack is the most
destructive, since it is equivalent to a combination
of many types of strong attacks.

An early technique of hardcopy watermarking was
proposed and patented by Levy and Shaked in a
Hewlett-Packard (HP) lab [1,2]. They modified the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) coefficients, using
print-scan noise characteristics without considering
specific halftoning models. They argued that trans-
form domain embedding is tolerable to misalignment
and assumed that watermarking-caused distortion
was invisible in the printed hard copy but perceiva-
ble by a scanner. In amore recent HP study [3], quan-
tization index modulation (QIM) was applied using
halftoning information to estimate and undo rotation
due to scanning. The rotation estimation was based
on the fact that laser printers use ordered digital
halftoning, initially introduced by Solanki et al.
[4], who later modeled the print-scan process as hav-
ing three components: effects due to mild cropping,
colored high-frequency noise, and nonlinear effects
and proposed a differential QIM method to hide in-
formation in the phase spectrum [5]. The watermark
can survive print-scan attacks since the unknown
phase shift due to cropping would be canceled. These
methods have limited embedding capacity: about
100 bits embedded into a 512 × 512 pixel image.
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The quality of marked images appears poor from the
present point of view, and they are not robust enough
to resist cropping. The methods in [3,5] rely on esti-
mation of the rotation angle to achieve image
alignment.
Amultibit blind watermarking scheme was recent-

ly reported based on Fourier log-polar mapping [6],
which achieved a high success rate in extracting
multiple bits without error after a combined attack
of JPEG compression and printing-scanning. The
method involves computation of an embedded track-
ing pattern to identify the geometric distortion for
resynchronization.
To develop a watermarking scheme that is print-

scan resilient, we consider using the holographic
technique to encode the watermark image before em-
bedding since an image can be reconstructed from a
cropped, geometrically distorted, andnoise-corrupted
hologram. In fact, application of holography in data
hiding has attracted considerable research attention.
In 2002, Takai andMifune [7] proposed to phasemod-
ulate the watermark image in a random fashion and
superpose a Fourier-transformed hologram of the wa-
termark on thehost image.The embeddedwatermark
can be extracted from the marked image with a holo-
graphic reconstruction scheme. However, the host
image must be low-pass filtered to remove high-
frequency components for watermark embedding,
leading to a significant loss of image quality. The
method was modified by Chang and Tsan [8], who
added a hologram to the middle frequency compo-
nents in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain.
It cannot resist geometric transformations because
synchronization is lost when the marked image is re-
scaled, rotated, or cropped.
Kim et al. [9,10] used off-axis Fourier/Fresnel holo-

graphic methods to embed multiple bits into a host
image.Embedding is done in the spatial domainusing
weighted addition. Their approach was resilient to
geometric transformations and allowed multiple
watermark recovery without resorting to the original
digital image, but not fromaprinted-scanned version.
Other hologram-based watermarking methods in-

clude [11–13] by Spagnolo et al., which are fragile or
semifragile, for image authentication and tamper de-
tection. The methods of Cheng et al. [14,15] use an

optical watermarking scheme. Lin and Chen
[16,17] analyzed nonlinearity and statistical proper-
ties of the Cheng system, derived a mathematical
model, and applied it to obtain an optimal threshold
for a reliable authentication watermark detector.

All the aforementioned hologram-based methods
did not consider watermark extraction from scanned
hard copies. To this end, Sun and Zhuang presented
their scheme in2007 [18], inwhich thewatermark im-
age was encrypted into a hologram by double random
phase encoding with a uniformly distributed random
phase in the input and Fourier planes. The hologram
was simply mixed with the cover image using a
weighted addition, and the mark can be extracted
and reconstructed from the scanned print. However,
no data on watermark transparency and robustness
were given. To achieve extractability, the visual qual-
ity of the marked image was unsatisfactory.

In the present work, we develop a holography-
based watermarking scheme in which a hologram
of the watermark image is generated using a compu-
ter-generated holography (CGH) technique, discrete
cosine transformed, and embedded into the trans-
form domain of the host image. We shall show that
the watermark is transparent and can resist serious
attacks, especially image manipulations commonly
used in the postprocessing of digital photographs
and the print-scan process.

A previous CGH method based on conjugate-
symmetric extension isbriefly introduced inSection2,
and awatermarking scheme using thismethod is pro-
posed in Section 3. Section 4 presents experimental
results to show transparency and antiattack perfor-
mance, in particular, print-scan resilience, of the
watermarks. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Brief Description of Computer-Generated
Holography by Conjugate-Symmetric Extension

To generate a hologram of the watermark, we use a
previously developed CGH method based on conju-
gate-symmetric extension and the DFT [19]. In this
method, a complex object light f 0ðm;nÞ is conjugate-
symmetrically extended as follows, assuming thatM
and N are even:

f ðm;nÞ ¼
8<
:

f 0ðm;nÞ m ¼ 1; 2;…;M=2 − 1;n ¼ 1; 2;…;N − 1
f �0ðM −m;N − nÞ m ¼ M=2þ 1;…;M − 1;n ¼ 1; 2;…;N − 1

0 m ¼ 0; or n ¼ 0; or m ¼ M=2
: ð1Þ

The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. The
2D DFT is

hðμ; νÞ ¼ 1
MN

XM−1

m¼0

XN−1

n¼0

f ðm;nÞ exp
�
−j2π

�
mμ
M

þ nν
N

��
;

μ ¼ 0; 1;…;M − 1
ν ¼ 0; 1;…;N − 1

: ð2Þ
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Expressing the complex object light in the form
f 0ðm;nÞ ¼ Aðm;nÞ exp½jφðm;nÞ�, we obtain the holo-
gram of the original light wave:

hðμ; νÞ ¼ 2
MN

XM=2−1

m¼1

XN−1

n¼1

�
Aðm;nÞ cos

�
2π

�
mμ
M

þ nν
N

�

− φðm;nÞ
�� μ ¼ 0; 1;…;M − 1

ν ¼ 0; 1;…;N − 1
: ð3Þ

The real-valued distribution hðμ; νÞ is then linearly
mapped to the range of ½0; 225� and rounded to pro-
duce a gray-scale hologram. A detailed discussion of
the CGH technique is referred to in [19]. The result-
ing 2D real-valued function hðμ; νÞ contains informa-
tion of both the amplitude Aðm;nÞ and phase φðm;nÞ
of the complex object light.

3. Embedding and Extraction of Holographic Image
Watermark

In this section, we show how a watermark hologram
is embedded into a host image I, sized M ×N. The
process is illustrated in Fig. 1. Denote a 2D data
block w of size Mw ×Nw as the watermark to be em-

bedded, Mw and Nw being considerably smaller than
M and N. Here w can either be a binary logo or a
gray-scale image. We first split the watermark into
two halves, wL and wR, or simply use two separate
watermarks, as shown in the leftmost step of Fig. 1.
Each (half) watermark is sized Mw ×Nw=2. We then
expand them into a new data array sized ðM=2Þ ×N
by zero padding in such a way that the (half) water-
mark blocks are located at δM and δN from the sides
(see the figure) and call the ðM=2Þ ×N data array a
watermark pattern, A, for convenience. Placement of
the mark blocks in the watermark pattern, or the
choice of δM and δN values, will affect the degree
of transparency and robustness of the watermark.
An increase of δM and δN can enhance robustness
at the cost of reduced transparency. By introducing
a uniformly distributed random phase φ, a complex
function f0 is obtained. After conjugate-symmetric
extension, defined in Eq. (1), we get a conjugate-
symmetric complex watermark f. A real-valued holo-
gram h is thus produced from Eq. (3).
For numerical reconstruction of the object light

wave from the hologram, the choice of the phase func-

tion is somewhat arbitrary. A random field with uni-
form distribution makes the spectrum of the complex
function f flat, leading to a smooth looking hologram.

The watermark embedding steps are illustrated in
Fig. 2. For a color image, we use one of the red-green-
blue (RGB) components, or convert the image to
YCbCr space (luminance and two color difference sig-
nals) and take the luminance component y. Perform
DCT to y and h to produce transform domain repre-
sentations Y and H, respectively. As the hologram h
is in fact a spectrum of the conjugate-symmetric
watermark f, in which nonzero entries are concen-
trated in four well-defined rectangular areas (the
watermark blocks and their symmetries), the most
useful information in its DCT, H, is therefore con-
tained inside a rectangle sized 2Mw × 2Nw and lo-
cated at 2 · δM and 2 · δN from the right side and
the bottom, respectively, as shown in the figure. A re-
placement method or other schemes, such as QIM,
can be used to insert the watermark information into
the host. In the current work, we replace the DCT
coefficients of the host image component within
the aforementioned rectangular area with properly
scaled DCT coefficients of the watermark hologram:

Y 0ðm;nÞ ¼
8<
:H0ðm;nÞ m ∈ ½M − 2ðMw þ δMÞ;M − 2 · δM − 1�

n ∈ ½N − 2ðNw þ δNÞ;N − 2 · δN − 1�
Yðm;nÞ otherwise

; ð4Þ

whereH0ðm;nÞ is adjusted and rescaled fromHðm;nÞ
to make the mean and standard deviation in the rec-
tangle equal to that of the original host:

H0ðm;nÞ ¼ ½Hðm;nÞ −Hðm;nÞ þYðm;nÞ� std½Yðm;nÞ�
std½Hðm;nÞ� ;

m∈ ½M − 2ðMw þ δMÞ;M − 2 · δM − 1�;
n∈ ½N − 2ðNw þ δNÞ;N − 2 · δN − 1�: ð5Þ

Take the inverse DCT of Y0 to yield a watermarked
image component y0, and combine it with other com-
ponents to get the watermarked color image I0.

The embedding steps are summarized as follows:

1. Create a rectangular watermark pattern, A, of
the same size with half of the host image, I. Split the
watermark into two parts, and properly place them
in A. Fill the rest of the entries in A with zeros.

2. Use A as the magnitude, together with a uni-
formly distributed random data array as the phase,
to form a complex data array f0. Conjugate-symmetri-
cally extend f0 to produce the complex watermark f.
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3. Perform FFT to f to generate the watermark
hologram, h.
4. Take one of the RGB components or the lumi-

nance component of the host image, y.
5. Perform DCTof the host component to produce

the spectrum Y.
6. PerformDCTof thehologramtoproduceH; take

the rectangular block containing valid data from it.
7. Adjust the magnitude of the obtained H block

to make its mean and standard deviation equal to
that of the block in the corresponding location of Y.
8. Replace the block in the Y plane with H0 de-

rived from H, and take the inverse DCT to produce
the marked host component y0.
9. Combine y0 with the other components to ob-

tain the watermarked color image.

Watermark extraction is straightforward:

1. PerformDCTof the image component that con-
tains the watermark.
2. Set the coefficients outside the rectangular

area to zero.
3. Perform inverse DCT to reobtain a hologram of

the watermark.
4. Reconstruct the watermark image from the ho-

logram in the reverse procedure, shown in Fig. 1, to
complete the extraction.

Note that the embedding procedure does not im-
pose any limitation to the nature of the watermark
image w. It can either be a gray-level image or a bin-
ary logo. In case of a color image, all three compo-
nents of the image can be used to carry the three
color components of the watermark.

If the watermark is a binary logo, one can use a
threshold to segment the extracted mark and pro-
duce a reconstructed binary watermark. If the
watermarked image has only undergone slight at-
tacks and the histogram of the watermark image
obtained in step 4 is clearly bimodal, a proper
threshold can easily be found. If, on the other
hand, the attack is strong and no clear valley ex-
ists in the histogram, interactive determination of
the threshold, or a search process for an optimized
threshold in the sense of maximal correlation be-
tween the embedded and extracted watermarks,
may be performed. This will be seen in the follow-
ing section.

4. Evaluation of Performance

We now examine performance of the watermarking
scheme by experiments. Attention is focused on ro-
bustness against geometric attacks and ability of sur-
viving the print-scan process.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Block diagram of watermark hologram generation.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Hologram-based watermark embedding process.
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A. Embedding and Extraction of Binary Logos

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) showa 340 × 340host image and
a 128 × 25 watermark. A zero-padded and extended
pattern with δM ¼ δN ¼ 35 is shown in Fig. 3(c),
and the watermark hologram and DCT are shown
in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), respectively. Figure 3(f) is the
marked image with the peak signal-to-noise ratio
ðPSNRÞ ¼ 41:6dB.
Placement of the watermark block in the extended

watermark pattern affects transparency and robust-
ness. PSNR drops as the watermark blocks move
away from the sides, indicating more of the low-
frequency components are affected. Figure 4 is based
on experiments with the same host image and water-
mark as in Fig. 3. The abscissa is the distance of the
watermark blocks from the sides, and the ordinate is
PSNR. The curve is not exactly monotonic due to fluc-

tuation of the image spectral distribution. In this
example, PSNR is above 40dB when δM and δN
are less than 40.

Figure 5 shows extracted marks and their histo-
grams. Figure 5(a) is an ideal case without attack.
A segmentation threshold can easily be found from
the bimodal histogram to produce a perfect binary
mark as in the first row of Table 1. Figure 5(b) is ob-
tained from a blurred watermarked image, in which
a threshold may be obtained by human judgment or
via a search process to find the highest value of the
correlation coefficient R, defined later in this section.

Table 1 presents binary watermarks extracted
from the watermarked image teapot and its modified
versions, including contrast adjusted, Gaussian blur-
red, and sharpened [using unsharp masking (USM)]
images, processed with Photoshop. Parameters used
in the processing are listed in the table. The contrast-
adjusted images and the mapping curve are shown
in Fig. 6.

The correlation coefficient R between the embed-
ded and extracted binary images as given in Table 1
is obtained from the number of pixels with the same
polarity in both images when they are aligned, and
the result is divided by the total pixel number for
normalization:

R ¼ 1
KL

XK
k¼1

XL
l¼1

½1 −Wemðk; lÞ�⊕Wexðk; lÞ; ð6Þ

where ⊕ is an exclusive-OR operator. Wemðk; lÞ and
Wexðk; lÞ correspond to pixels in the embedded and
extracted binary images, respectively, both sized
K-by-L.

Fig. 3. Watermark embedding: (a) original image teapot (b) watermark, (c) extended and zero-padded watermark pattern, (d) hologram,
(e) DCT of hologram, and (f) watermarked image.

Fig. 4. PSNR of watermarked teapot versus mark placement in
the extended watermark pattern.
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Fig. 5. Histograms of extracted watermarks: (a) watermarked image not attacked and (b) watermarked image blurred with a 3 × 3Gaus-
sian mask, σ ¼ 0:7.

Fig. 6. Watermarked images after contrast adjustment: (a) histogram equalized, (b) contrast enhanced using the curve of (c), and
(d) contrast reduced using the curve of (e).

Table 1. Extracted Watermark after Image Processing and the Correlation Coefficient R

Image Processing Description Extracted Watermark R

None — 1.00

Contrast adjustment Histogram equalized 0.88

Contrast adjustment Contrast enhanced 0.96

Contrast adjustment Contrast reduced 0.99

Gaussian blur 3 × 3 mask, σ ¼ 0:6 0.98

Gaussian blur 3 × 3 mask, σ ¼ 0:7 0.87

USM sharpening Amount ¼ 100% radius ¼ 2pixels 0.93

Table 2. Extracted Watermark after Rescaling, Cropping, and Rotation and the Correlation Coefficient R
with Respect to the Embedded Watermark

Scaling Cropping Rotation

α R Extracted Mark c ð%Þ R Extracted Mark φ ð°Þ R Extracted Mark

0.8 0.97 0 1.00 0 1.00

1.0 1.00 10 0.82 1 0.82

1.2 0.98 20 0.81 2 0.82

1.5 0.99 30 0.78 3 0.79
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Extracted watermarks from a marked image that
has been geometrically attacked, and the correlation
coefficients, are given in Table 2, with three in-

stances for each type of attack, scaling, rotation
and cropping. When rotation and/or cropping are in-
volved, the extracted mark does not occupy the same
area or is not in the same orientation as the em-
bedded logo. To calculate the correlation coefficient,
geometric correction is needed. A search process is
therefore performed to match the size and orienta-
tion by resizing and tilting the extracted mark.

The left section of the table gives rescaled results,
with factors α ¼ 0:8; 1:0; 1:2 and 1.5. Rescaling keeps
the size and orientation of the extracted watermark
but moves the position of the watermark block in the
DCT plane. When the marked image is zoomed in,
the number of pixels increases due to interpolation,
leading to reduced frequency intervals in the trans-
form domain and causing frequency components to
move toward the DC end in the same proportion.

Fig. 7. (a) image cropped with 30% of the area cut off and (b) ro-
tated by 3° followed by cropping.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Watermarked image and scans from printed hard copies and the extracted watermarks: (a) original watermarked
image, (b) scan from a full-frame hard copy, (c)–(d) scans from cropped hard copies, and (e)–(f) scans from rotated/cropped hard copies,
rotating angles being 3° and 5°, respectively. See Table 3 for parameters and R values.
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In the enlarged DCT plane, the watermark blocks re-
main at the same distance from the top-left corner
(DC component) and keep the same size. In case of
image zooming out, the watermark blocks may go
out of the DCT plane if α is too small. The quality
of the extracted watermark is good.
The middle section in Table 2 shows the extracted

results from the cropped watermarked images. The
parameter c is the percentage of the area removed
from the image with the center part retained, see
Fig. 7(a). Cropping reduces the numbers of pixels
in the corresponding coordinate directions and keeps
the sampling interval unchanged. Therefore, the fre-
quency domain sampling interval is unchanged, but
the number of samples is reduced. In this case, the
watermark size is reduced but the relative position
of the mark blocks in the DCT plane is not changed.
The right section in Table 2 gives results of image

rotation,which rotates thewatermark in the samean-
gle and reduces the size of the extracted watermarks
because rotation is necessarily followed by cropping,
as shown in Fig. 7(b). Cropping and rotation degrade
the extracted watermark quality due to their adverse
effects on the hologram reconstruction.

B. Extraction of Watermarks from Printed-Scanned
Images

In this subsection, we show that the hologram-based
watermark is robust enough to survive print-scan at-

tacks. An Epson R290 inkjet printer and a Canon
LiDE 600F scanner were used, both being consu-
mer-grade products. Figure 8(a) shows a 450 × 640
watermarked image to be printed, from which a per-
fect mark can be extracted with R ¼ 1. Figure 8(b) is
a printed-scanned version of the marked image, and
the extracted watermark. As resolutions of the print-
ing and scanning processes were not strictly con-
trolled, and no color calibration was done, there
are geometric and color/contrast distortions. The im-
age also suffered from inevitable sharpness loss and
its size was changed to 471 × 663. The watermark ex-
tracted from the scanned hard copy, although inferior
to the nonattacked version in (a), was still reasonably
good, with R ¼ 0:77.

Watermarks can also be extracted from cropped/
rotated hard copies. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show scans
of cropped hard copies sized 385 × 563 and 298 × 485,
respectively. The quality of the extracted water-
marks dropped as the retained area was reduced.
The smallest copy was less than half of the full area,
from which a recognizable mark was extracted with
R ¼ 0:70. Figures 8(e) and 8(f) present the scanned
hard copies rotated by 3° and 5° and cropped with
R ¼ 0:74 and 0.70, respectively.

Correlation coefficients between the embedded
and extracted watermarks under different cropping/
rotation conditions are listed in Table 3. The

Fig. 9. Watermark extracted from a scanned hard copy produced by a popular laser printer: (a) watermarked image without attack and
extracted mark, (b) scan from a full-sized laserjet printout and extracted watermark, (c) scan from a cropped hard copy of half the original
area and extracted watermark, and (d) scan from a rotated-cropped hard copy and extracted watermark.

Table 3. Correlation between Embedded and Extracted Marks under Printing-Scanning Attacks

Reference to Figures Description Image Size Retained Area Rotation Angle R

8(a) Original marked image without attack 450 × 640 — 0° 1.00
8(b) Full size hard copy scan of marked image 471 × 663 100% 0° 0.79
8(c) Scan of cropped hard copy of marked image 385 × 563 69.4% 0° 0.71
8(d) Scan of cropped hard copy of marked image 298 × 485 46.3% 0° 0.70
8(e) Scan from rotated-cropped hard copy 430 × 611 — 3° 0.74
8(f) Scan from rotated-cropped hard copy 415 × 565 — 5° 0.70
9(a) Original watermarked image without attack 512 × 512 — 0° 1.00
9(b) Scan from full-size laserjet printout 516 × 512 100% 0° 0.84
9(c) Scan from cropped laserjet printout 365 × 363 48.9% 0° 0.75
9(d) Scan from rotated-cropped laserjet printout 485 × 489 — 3° 0.75
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experiment clearly demonstrates a major advantage
of thehologram-basedwatermarking over otherhard-
copy watermarking schemes, such as those intro-
duced in [3,5] where image alignment is imperative
in hardcopy scanning.
An experiment has been carried out to show that

an average-quality printout can also preserve
watermark information, as shown in Fig. 9. An HP
LaserJet 1020 was used, printing on ordinary photo-
copy paper. In the figure, (a) shows a watermarked
baboon image without attack, from which a perfect
watermark was extracted, (b) a full-sized scan from
a laser printout and the extracted watermark, (c) a
scan from a cropped hard copy whose area is 50%
of the full picture and the extracted watermark,
and (d) a scan from a rotated-cropped hard copy
and the extracted watermark. Correlation coeffi-
cients are calculated and also listed in Table 3.

5. Conclusions

An efficient CGH technique has been used to produce
a hologram of a watermark to be embedded in the
DCT domain of an image. Special features of the ho-
lographic watermarking are attributed to the nature
of holography. Since the information contained in a
hologram can survive various transformations and
interferences, the CGH-based watermark can be
made very robust against strong attacks, especially
geometric distortion and cropping, and the print-
scan process. Thus, the proposed method may be
termed as invisible hardcopy watermarking. It is
useful in many areas, for example, copyright protec-
tion of valuable archival materials and professional
quality photographs to be published and distributed
in the form of a hard copy.
Compared to the previous hardcopy watermarking

methods, the proposed hologram-based approach
provides considerable advantages in terms of water-
mark transparency and robustness. The method de-
scribed in the present work can adapt to different
printers and does not require strict alignment in
scanning, as the halftoning mechanism is not expli-
citly used. This property is desirable in practical
applications. Nevertheless, device-dependent techni-
ques, taking into account the halftoning, may lead to
enhanced performance. In view of this, modeling the
print-scan process and incorporating it into the
hologram-based watermarking scheme will be an im-
portant research topic.
Further study is also needed toward better perfor-

mance by, for example, using the random phase in
CGH to carry useful information and developing
more sophisticated embedding strategies.
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